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A RIEMANNian connexion with fundamental tensor g),p. being trans
formed conformally 

, -
gjlJ. - oglp. ~) 

the quantity of curvature is transformed into 

'KOJp.j,y = Kolp.ly - g[OJ [) Sp.] >] (2) 
being 

sl',1=2"Vp.Sl-Sp.S1+1/2S"S"gpl. ; 

Hence the connexion is then and only th en 
quantity of curvature has the form 

s) = Oj log 0 I) (3) 

conformal-euclidian if the 

Kol,ûy = g (OJ p, L'p.] yJ (4) 

L' p.j, being symmetrical. and if moreover a field Sj, can be found so 
that 

2 \! p. Sl - sp. Sl + 1/2 S" S" gp.' = L~), (5) 

Now it is remarkable that the conditions of integrability of th is 
equation are a consequence of (4) because of the identity of BIANCHI. 
Hence the equations (4) by themselves are necessary and sufficient to 
secure the conformal-euclidean property of the connexion 2). In other 
wise we can say that the quantity 

(6) 

is an invariant with conformal transformations 3) and that the connexion 
is then and only th en conformal-euclidean if this quantity vanishes. 

WEYL 4) has shown that this peculiarity occurs also in the case of the 
transformations of an affine connexion that leaves the geodesics invariant. 
Also in that case the conditions of integrability are a consequence of 
the algebraical conditions and the identity of BIANCHI and the connexion 
is then and only then projective-euclidean if an invariant quantity of the 
fourth degree vanishes. 

I) i)j, stands for i):A. 

2) Math. Zeitschr. 11 (1921), p. 104-122: R.K. (Der Rieci Kalkül.Springer 1924), p.169. 
3) WEYL, Math. Zeitschr. 2 (1918), p. 384-411: Göttinger Nachrichten (1921), 

p. 99-112. Comp. R.K. p. 170. 
4) Göttinger Nachriehten (1921), p. 99-112. Comp. R. K., p. 131. 
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In the following pages will be shown th at the same peculiarity occurs 
in two other cases. 

1. Transformations leaving invariant all directions. 
By a linear connexion with C;,~'=O I). but not necessary a symmetrical 

one. the local En in every point P of the X n is represented linearly 
on every En belonging to a neighbouring point. Now we transform the 
connexion in such a way that the representation of all directions rests 
the same. 

The formula for a general transformation is 

'r' = r' + A . . " (7) lp. lp. lp. 

A;; • being an arbitrary quantity of the third degree. If a field v" is choosen 

in such a way that in an arbitrary point P '\lp. v" is zero. then the 
differential 

(8) 

must have the same direction as v" for every choice of v" and dx-. This 

is then and only then possible when A i.~" has the form 

(9) 

Pi- being an arbitrary vectorfield. Hence the general formula for a 
transformation leaving invariant the representation of directions is (7) 
with Ai; = A~ Pp.' The general formula for the transformed quantity 
of curvature is 

'R~~i"=R~~~" - 2 '\I [ol AIi,I;]" -S;,/ Ai;" - 2 A~ r~" AI;'I ~r (10) 

Substituting (9) in this equation we get 

IR~~i"_ R~~~~ = 2 A: '\I[ol Pp. ] + 2 S~,~rx p",A; - 2 A; p[ol Pp.] ~ (11) 

-RWP.A 2 Al O[ol Pp.] ~ 
and 

(12) 

hence 

'R' . . " - ~ I V v ... vI" . . Olp.l n .'p. A l =ROlp.l. -~- V.,,u Al. = lDvanant .. (13) 

Writing A~~i" for this invariant quantity we deduce immediately 

A ···l. 0 .'p.). - . (14) 

and 

(15) 

I) R.K. p. 75. 
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From (15) we see that there exists also an invariant quantity of the 
second degree. which is in general not zero. 

A~.:u:/ is zero if the transformed connexion is euclidean (= integrable). 

But vice versa. if A,;,:i Y vanishes it is possible to transform the connexion 
into an euclidean one' by a transformation of the form (7.9). 

Pro of. 
The supposition Ao;,~; Y = 0 is aequivalent to the supposition that RO;I~ ; Y 

has the form 

(16) 

By contraction we get 
50 that 

M 'R·· ·" N ()/l ==-; ()l/J. ';/.,· OW we try to find a field pj 

2 à[o. P/,] = M o.,u 

The conditions of integrability are 

à [g M ,.,)). ] = 0 

But by applying the identity of BIANCHI on (16) we get 

\7 M A Y S .. " R· .. Y 0 v [f O'!,.] j . =- [WIJ· f ] û = . 

from which equation follows 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

à [f M ,.!,] = - S[~.~ " M I*] - S[~/ MIo:H - 2 S[;,./ Mn" = 0 (20) 

Hence the conditions of integrability are a consequence of (16) and 
the identity of BIANCHI. and we have got the following theorem: 

ft is then and only then possible to transform a linear connex ion (with 
C):~ y = 0) into an euclidean one by a transformation leaving invariant 
all representations of directions, if the quantity of curvature has the 

form Mw,u. A:, in other words if the quantity A~~( = Ro;~j Y - ~ R,;;~" A~. 
which is an invariant with these transformations, vanishes. 

Besides A~l'j. Y there exists another invariant quantity of the fourth 

degree. namely the projective quantity of curvature po;~; ·' belonging to 
the symmetrical connexion with the parameters 

(21) 

By substituting A i / = - Si,~ Y in the general formula (10) it follows 

that the quantity of curvature of this connexion is 
o 
R~~i" = R;';i " + 2 \j [0. Sl il;]" - 2 So;~" Si~ v - 2 S;[~v SI)I;( (22) 

o 
and from R;"~i" we get P ~~i" in the weIl known way 1). 

1) CJ, fj. R.K. p . 131. 
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2. Transformations of the form 'r~p. = r~p. + q) A> 

In the second place we consider the case where the representation of 
the vectors in P on the En in a neighbouring point Q is changed in 
such a way th at all extremities of vectors move parallel to c5x'. If a 
field u' is choosen so that V p. u' is zero in P. than 'c5u' must have the 
same direction as dx' . From this follows that Ai~' has the form 

(23) 

q~ being an arbitrary vectorfield. The transformed quantity of curvature is 

'R~,~/ ~;:,u< - 2 A~p. V.,] q) +_2 S~l~' q) - 2 ~,[., qp.l q) ~ (24) 

- Rw,u, + 2 A[., (V,IJ.] q, qp. ] qJ + 2 SOlI' q" ) 

hence 

'R,u; = RI'i + n V:' q; - V p. qj - n ql' qj + qp. q) + S~;~ q) ~ (25) 

= Rp.i + (n - 1) (V,I.< qj -q,1J. qJ + 2 S~/ q). ) 
and 

(26) 

From (24-26) we deduce that the quantity 

T"" R" " 2 A' R + ·'1,1 = ."u.). - n _ 1 [Ol 1'] J. 

(27) 

is invariant. From (27) follows 

T":"'=O 
a /I.I.J. 

(28) 
and 

(29) 

From (29) we see that there exists also an invariant quantity of the 
second degree. which is in general not zero. If the given connexion is 
halfsymmetrical 

S'" S A' ).p. - [i. 1'] (30) 

th en the transformed connexion has the same property and T.;,~),' and 

T.;,~~ ~ take the simple forms 

T" " R"" 2 A" R Ol!'" = Olp.). - n - 1 [., p.]J.' (31) 

(32) 

1) R. K. p. 69. 
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From (24) follows that To;~j. v is zero when the transformed connexion 

is euclidean. But vice versa, if To;~i Y vanishes for a halfsymmetrical con~ 
nexion it is for n > 2 always possible to transform the connexion into 

an euclidean one by a transformation with an Ai~ Y of the form (23). 

PROOF. 

The supposition T;";i Y = 0 is aequivalent to the supposition th at R;,,~; v 

has the form 

. (33) 

Now we try to find a field qj, so that 

The conditions of integrability are 

2V[w Rp.]v = - (n - 1) R;,,~;Y qy - 2 (n - 1) S[w V p.] q). + ! 
+ 2 (n - 1) V[w qp.] ql +2 (n-1)V[w Sp.] q). 

(35) 

which equation passes into 

2V[w Rp.p = - 2 (n - 1) q[w SI'] ql - 4 (n - 1) Slo) V p.j qi. + 
+ 2 (n - 1) qj, V[w qp.] + 2 (n - 1) q). Vlo) Sp.] 

! (36) 

by applying (34) and (35). But by applying the identity of BIANCHI on 
(33) we get 

SR " .v 2 A Y V R - 2 [Ol çp.P, = n _ 1 [Ol ç p.P, . . . . . (37) 

or, regarding (33) 

- n 4 1 S[w Af Rp]). = n 2 1 A lw VçRp.J). . . • • (38) 

from which follows for n =f 2 

2V[w Rp.]i = 4 S[w Rp.]l . . • • . • . (39) 

or, in consequence of (34) 

2V[w Rp.]). = - 4 (n - 1) SrO) V p.1 q). + 4 (n - 1) S[", qp.1 q). • (40) 

Now the second identity I) for a halfsymmetrical connexion is 

I) R. K. p. 88. 
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from which follows. regarding (33) 

n 2 1 A~o) R,v.i] = 2 A~Ol \lp. A;] • (42) 

for n > 2 aequivalent to 

• (43) 

In consequence of this equation the conditions of integrability (36) 
pass into the equation (39) which follows from the identity of BIANCHI. 

and we have got the following theorem: 

ft is for n > 2 then and only then possible to transform a half

symmetrieal linear eonnexion (with C) .. ~ y = 0) into an euclidean one by a 

transformation of the form I r~p' = r;p' + q, A~. if the quantity of eurv-

ature has the form n 2 1 AtOl Rp.]l. in other words îf the quantity 

T~~; y = R;,~/ - n 2 1 A;Ol Rp.D vanishes. 

The quantity P~~/ (§ 1) is also invariant with transformations 

characterised by (23). 




